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Electronic CigarettesMy Research, Findings and SwitchThis book is a detailed manual of the

e-cigarette aka new age of the vaping industry. Along with hard facts, personal experience and

many trial and error, I can assure you that I have done the research and testing on your behalf, so

you don't have to, and now I am here to share the results. So if you are just starting out, this may be

the book for you. In this book, I share what is truly great and what is not. What works and what

doesn't.I have been puffing cigarettes as long as I can remember, and it was inevitable that I would

not only contract a sinus, but also go through a throat surgery. Undergoing the medical procedure, I

was strictly warned not to smoke for a week. Since I had no other choice, I figured out that after 29

long years, the time had come for me to say goodbye to smoking.And then I saw an ad for

e-cigarettes on the internet. The particular one I saw was an ego tank type, and at that time I was

simply confused as to what it really was. But somehow I managed to order it along with 18 mg

strength nicotine, and I received it the next day. I took the first puff and had an epiphany!The

product was clean and had a superb taste. I was getting my dose of nicotine without taking in the

bad stuff like tar and other carcinogens. The best part is that I could smoke at home, and anywhere

else for that matter. And so I have been using e-cigarettes ever since. All the material in this book

comes from my personal experience.In this 2nd Edition, I updated the book and the information as

this is an ever changing industry and new e-cigarette devices are coming out every so often.In this

updated version you will learn:What are e-cigarettesHow they workDifference between real

cigarettes and e-cigarettesVarious type of e-cigarettes in the market todayHow the e-cigarettes

satisfy nicotine cravingBest types of e-cigarettes kits and devices to buyHow to do proper

maintenance on themand much more....Happy vaping!"If I could, I would've left this e-book a

10-stars rating for offering the most complete and comprehensive guide on e-cigarettes available on

the market today" - K. Chung "This guide enlightened me and provided me a whole lot of knowledge

that personally helped me pick the right e-Cig kit and liquid for me. Now, that is stellar! Thanks,

Shane! :)" -Lynzki
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Book makes some excellent points on WHY you should quit smoking and switch to ecigs. It offers

encouragement which is always great when making the switch.It does not go into detail about the

extensive variety of ecigs available on the market. So if you are an ecigarette smoker looking for

information on devices or more detailed information on ecigarettes I suggest you go to theEcigarette

forums that are available. They provide a wealth of information and encouragement for those

thinking of switching or trying to switch.Shane does provide the basics about ecigarettes and I agree

that a newbie should buy an Joye Ego for their first ecig. Price and reliability of the Ego is above the

standards of others in my opinion.

DO NOT purchase this book. Totally lacking in content for the price. It literally took less than 5

minutes to read this book. I thought it was going to be helpful as I have just started using Ego vapor

inhalor. Watch vidoes and reviews on YouTube, much more information....PLEASE remove this

book from !

I found much information that I wasn't aware of when I started with e-cigs. I have found the web

page the author offers to be most helpful for sorting out information on the various brands available.

Theres's not a lot of info when you try to find out about the world of ecigarettes. Inspite of that, this

little book has almost all the info you can google about the matter, but in one place with an index.



Useful.

I found sufficient information supplied in this booklet to prompt me to give e-cigs a try and will follow

his example. Will also check in on his website for further info or answers as might come up. Yes,

there likely is more info that would be pertinent and could have been included but the author is

relating his experience (as one might hear from a friend) rather than a scientific analysis. I whole

heartedly appreciate what Mr. Alexander wrote, especially in light of the fact that my cardiologist

recommended switching to e-cigs. Thank you.

Exelente

its a book not a elecrronic ciggareete

Piece of junk. Outdated, dumb, what a joke.
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